Abstract-A computer-aided socket design procedure (CASD) has been developed whereby an above-knee socket shape can be created based on anthropometric measurements taken from a n amputee. The anthroometric measurements are used to select a subset of three reference shapes from a Reference Shape Library stored in the computer in the form of three-dimensional numerical data. Transformation procedures then scale the reference shapes at each cross-sectional level to match the amputee's cross-sectional areas. Blending of the three shapes is determined by tissue mass weighting factors, to yield a single custom socket configuration, known as the "basic socket shape." Subsequent graphical procedures in the CASD system allows further sculpting of the shape in the form of interactive adjustments of the numerical data to reach the socket shape desired by the prosthetist. The resultant shape data can then be transferred to a computer numerically controlled (CNC) milling machine to carve a model of the socket shape.
INTRODUCTION
A computer-aided socket design procedure has been developed whereby the unique configuration of an above-knee socket of an amputee can be systematically created from selected anthropometric measurements. This procedure forms an integral part of a Computer-Aided Socket Design (CASD) System being developed at the Medical Engineering Resource Unit (MERU) of the University of British Columbia (1, 2) .
The CASD system is an interactive software package written in PASCAL, and operating on an IBM PC/XT microcomputer in conjunction with a Vectrix graphic system. The system organizes the shape data of the residual limb SO that it can be saved, modified, improved, and replicated, thereby establishing an objective means for fitting prosthetic sockets. The complete shape-management system consists of two general stages: socket design (CASD), and socket fabrication-known as computer-aided socket manufacture (CASM). The CASM stage makes use of two automated elements widely used in industry, a Computer Numerically Controlled (CNC) milling machine which carves a positive mold, and a vacuum former which uses this mold to thermoform a preshaped polypropylene blank from which the socket is produced.
The CASD system developed at MERU differs from other approaches to computer-aided design of prosthetic sockets (3,4,5,6,7) in that the latter require full-shape sensing, or an extensive measurement database of the residuum. In order t o use the CASD system, selected musculoskeletal measurernents from the residuum should be available to the computer by means of direct manual recording of input measurements (present technique) or by data from a three-dimensional (3-D) digitizer (8) . The CASD system uses these simple anthropometric measurements to mathematically modify a subgroup of three socket shapes selected from a Reference Shape Library (9) held in the computer's memory. The reference shapes are scaled and blended differentially to produce a digital socket model which matches, in size and tissue bulk, the residuum of the amputee. This socket can be further modified interactively by a series of on-screen modification options (1) . The basis for the use of a library of reference socket shapes is the degree of constancy in shape exhibited by sockets as determined by Foort (10) in a study of 100 above-knee fittings.
REFERENCE SHAPE LIBRARY
The Reference Shape Library consists of 27 reference socket shapes of the adjustable brim, quadrilateral total contact socket type (9) . Each reference shape is stored in the computer as a series of cylindrical coordinates representing the surface of the socket shape. Data are formatted as a series of transverse cross-sections, arranged at 2.5 mm pitch, with each cross-section defined as 36 radii at 10-degree angular intervals. The Library represents all the possible combinations of a 3 x 3 x 3 matrix design based upon skeletal structure (brim size), residuum length, and tissue mass (girth). The reference shape matrix (see Figure 1 ) is structured such that the majority of above-knee amputee residuums require sockets whose configurations are determined within the limits of the matrix. The exact socket configuration is obtained by scaling and interpolating between adjacent elements within the reference shape matrix (or when required, by extrapolation beyond the reference shape matrix).
There are two groups of musculo-skeletal measurements required for creation of the patient's socket shape: one formed by linear distances taken from the appendicular skeleton (pelvic girdle) for modifications to the proximal (brim) portion of the socket (Scale Procedure); the second, represented by the residuum length and the transverse and longitudinal tissue distribution of the residuum for modifications to the distal (body) portion of the socket (Adjust Bulk Procedure). In order to transform the reference shapes to the unique characteristics of the patient, it was hypothesized that the most suitable measurements were:
* Medio-Lateral Dimension (ML): linear distance from the anterior aspect of the adductor longus tendon (near the symphysis pubis) to the greater trochanter . These measures were selected on the basis of conventional practice, ease of identification of measurement site, and past experience (10) . The manner in which these measures are used to modify the reference shapes is explained under "Above-Knee CASD Procedures. "
Cross-sectional shape and area analyses were performed along the longitudinal axis of t h e 27 reference shapes (9) . CSAR values ranged (within the body portion) from 55 to 225 cm2. Analyses showed that the central portion of medium and long sockets is not particularly critical to the accurate definition of socket configuration. The rate of change of shape is less rapid in this region (9) . Thus, less data is required from this region in order to 
ABOVE-KNEE CASD PROCEDURES
In order to accommodate a particular residual limb configuration within a modified reference shape, adjustments in the brim size, natural thigh length, residuum tissue distribution, residuum length, and limb adduction have to be made. For this purpose, the implementation of a CASD system for above-knee amputees has been divided into five interrelated procedures by which the primitive socket shape is created. These procedures are: dimensions: a) medio-lateral (ML dimension); b) anterio-posterior (AP dimension); and, c) pelvic *accurate to + 0.005 cm height (PH dimension). The distal (body) portion of the socket is scaled in proportion to the thigh modify the selected reference shapes. Regions where tissue distribution and cross-sectional areas change rapidly, however, must be carefully defined in order to adjust the reference shape to the patient's anthropometric dimensions.
Fifteen rigid anthropometric rings were constructed and coded according to area (Table 1 ). An appropriate subset of these rings is fitted to the amputee's residual limb and their distal location from the ischial tuberosity specified. The spacing that is required between the rings when fitted to the stump during the measuring stage depends on the complexity of the shape being analyzed. In preliminary trials, rings were placed sequentially along the residuum, extending from 1.2 cm below the gluteal length of the contralateral limb. * ADJUST BULK: The sections of the three reference shapes distal to the brim are scaled radially to match the tissue mass (CSAR) of the residuum. At each cross-section, the two reference shapes which most closely match the tissue mass of the residuum are then blended, using shape weighting factors, to produce a final shape particular to the patient. * END-CAP: An end-cap is added to the distal end of the shape obtained from the merging of the outputs of the previous two procedures. * INTERACTIVE MODIFICATION: This allows the prosthetist to apply local modifications to the numerical shape data, using a cursor and digitizing tablet to adjust the socket shape on the screen.
fold to the most distal portion measurable of the residuum.
Socket sections From each CSAR measurement site, a scaling
Based on the distinctive features of the Quadrifactor and shape weighting factor is calculated for lateral Total-Contact Socket using the Adjustableeach reference shape selected (described in the Brim technique (ll), and the particular effects Adjust Bulk Procedure). These factors are then imposed by each of the five interrelated procedures, calculated for cross-sections between measurement the reference shapes are divided into five sections. Sections A and B are scaled longitudinally using the pelvic height (PH). Sections C, D, and E are scaled longitudinally in proportion to the patient's intact femur length (IFLB) as described under "Scale Procedure." patient, one of the three brim sizes is selected. The residuum length (RL), is then used t o select the socket length. Within the reference shape matrix, a subset of three shapes match these two dimensions, each having a different tissue mass (see Figure 1) . These shapes are used in the Adjust Bulk Procedure to produce a unique socket based on the tissue mass of the patient. A third measurernent, perineal circumference (CIR), selects one of three socket girths, representing the closest tissue mass. This identifies the primary reference shape, to be used in the Scale Procedure.
PICK PROCEDURE SCALE PROCEDURF,
This first step of the CASD selects a subset of This procedure adjusts the brim size (ML and three shapes from the Reference Shape Library AP dimensions) and socket length of the primary based on anthropometric measurements taken from reference shape to match the data of the patient. the residuum. Taking the ML dimension of the The brim of the socket (Sections A and B) is scaled by calculating scaling factors (Fl,, Fly) for the cartesian coordinates of the socket numerical data. F1, and F l y are obtained from the ML and AP dimensions of the patient and the corresponding dimensions of the primary reference shape. As F1, and F l y are independent, cartesian scaling modifies the cross-sectional shape of the brim. Consequently, the resultant radial coordinates of the numerical data change with respect to their original structure of 36 radii evenly oriented at intervals of 10 degrees around the cross-section. In order to reestablish their original structure without shape distortion, the radial coordinates are restructured by interpolation. Nonhomogenous transverse scaling of the brim is followed by two independent longitudinal scaling routines, first to the proximal (brim) portion of the socket (sections A and B) and second to the distal portion of the socket (sections C, D, and E). Longitudinal scaling accounts for differences in pelvic height (PH) and the intact femur length (IFLB) between the patient and the disarticulated R u = F2,*Rlij [21 where: R1 = radial coordinate of library reference shape R = radial coordinate of scaled reference shape i = angular location, and j = cross-section number.
With this process, each of the scaled shapes will correspond to the residuum in size, but will have its own unique longitudinal and transverse shape.
In order to determine the shape "weighting" factor for the socket shape blending routine, the CSAR of the reference shapes are weighted at each cross-section. The reference shapes are arranged as two pairs, Fat-Average (pair A, w, ) and AverageSkinny 
ADJUST BULK PROCEDURE
This procedure is applied to sections C, D, and E of the socket. The cross-sectional areas of each of the three reference shapes (Skinny, Average, and Fat) are scaled and blended according to the dimensions of the residuum. The procedure requires: patient data comprising residuum length (RL), perineal circumference (CIR), and a series of cross-sectional areas (CSAR); the numerical data of the three reference shapes, and their brim scaling factors FIX and Fly. Sections D and E of each of the three reference socket shapes are scaled transversely at each cross-sectional level to conform to the CSAR of the residuum. A radial scaling factor (F2), based on the equivalent radii (ER) of the residuum (res) and reference shapes (ref) and independent for each If the CSAR of the residuum is located between the Fat and Average shape, w, will have a value ranging between 0 and + 1.0 proportional to its position between the two reference shapes. When w, < 0, the modified socket cross-section is matched to the Fat reference shape (w, = 1) but will have a larger area. If w, > + 1.0, the residuum's CSAR is smaller than that of the Average shape and w, is not used. Similarly, when w, is negative, the residuum's CSAR exceeds that of the Average Shape and w, is not used. When w, > + 1 .O, the modified socket cross-section is matched to the Skinny shape (w, = 1.0), but will have a smaller area. The weighting factor selected determines three things: the two shapes to be blended, the weighting of each shape within the final cross-sectional shape, and the shape blending equation [5] , [6] , to be used. Using equations [5] and [6] , a new socket shape is created which is intermediate between the two selected reference shapes at each cross-section. cross-section "j" along each shape, is obtained from [61 The weighting factor describes the tendency of the residuum's cross-sectional area to shift between a pair of reference shapes, and will indicate if the shift is toward a larger or smaller socket with respect to the primary reference shape. As weighting factors are computed at each cross-section, the computed socket shape undergoes nonhomogeneous scaling. Thus, the resultant socket shape can vary across all three reference shapes along its length.
Transition gap
Experience in the development of a below-knee CASD system (12, 13, 14, 15) has shown that when sections of the socket are modified by independent techniques, discontinuities may emerge. In the above-knee CASD system, the brim (sections A and B) is scaled in cartesian coordinates, whereas the body (sections D and E) is scaled radially. This latter scaling adjusts the area without a change in the cross-sectional shape. In order to eliminate discontinuities, a transition procedure is applied to Section C (Transition Gap) of the socket in order to transform smoothly from the Scale to the Adjust Bulk Procedure. A transition factor F3 is gradually increased linearly from 0.0 to + 1.0 over the transition gap (TG). The TG begins at the level of the 10th cross-section (CS -10) below the IGS, independent of the length or mass of the residuum, and proceeds distally over 25 percent of the residuum length. The TG of each reference shape is scaled using equations [7] and [a] . These equations provide a gradual transition from cartesian to radial scaling.
where: $i = angular position of radius Rlij F2 = radial scaling factor at distal crosssection of transition gap.
residuum's CSAR tends toward a smaller area, then the weighting factors w, and w, are used, and the shape of each cross-section is determined by equations [ll] and [12] . When the primary reference shape is either the Average or the Skinny, and the CSAR of the residuum tends toward a larger area, the weighting factors w, and w, are replaced by w A and w ' , where:
The shape of each cross-section is then determined from equations [13] and [14] . When the Fat shape is selected by the first step of the CASD system (Pick), equation [ll] is used with w, . When the primary shape is the Average, then equation 1121 or [13] is selected as indicated by the values of w', and w,. When the Skinny shape is selected as the primary shape then equation [14] is used with wrB.
These equations provide a gradual transition between the cartesian scaled brim of the primary socket (sections A and B) and the blended shape of the body of the socket (sections D and E). At the interface of the brim and transition gap, F3 = 0, and hence R r i j will match that of the scaled primary reference shape. At the distal end of the transition gap, F3 reaches its maximum value of + 1.0 and no longer affects the shape weighting factor w. At this The radial coordinates of the scaled transition gap section, the Scale Procedure is completely replaced Rij, cbij are then restructured at 10-degree intervals as in the scaled procedure. by the Adjust Bulk Procedure and equations [ll],
Within the transition gap exists a second inte- [12] , and [13] , [14] simplify to become identical with equations [5] and [6] of the shape blending routine. gration, blending the three socket shapes. This integration represents the gradual introduction of the socket's shape weighting factor w using the END-CAP PROCEDURE transition factor F3. When the primary reference shape is either the Fat or the Average shape and the The fourth step of the CASD system adjusts the distal end of the socket (Section E) to the longitudinal dimension of the residuum. To manufacture a prosthetic socket for clinical trials, a "compressend" routine was designed to implement this step. This routine sets the proximal margin of section E at 50 mm shorter than the residuum length. The spacing of the cross-sections within section E of the socket shape are then rescaled to achieve the correct socket length.
Once sections A and B of the primary reference shape have been scaled, joined to sections C, D, and E of the blended socket shape, and the distal end modified, the final computation required to define the basic socket shape is a longitudinal linear interpolation to reset the cross-sectional spacing to the original pitch of 2.5 mm. This is achieved by linear interpolation between the radii of adjacent cross-sections.
From the four interrelated procedures described above, the basic socket shape is obtained in the form of numerical data stored in the computer. This shape corresponds in size and tissue bulk to the residuum to be fitted.
An example of the CAD process is shown in are achieved by displaying the shape on the graphics INTERACTIVE MODIFICATION terminal as longitudinal cross-sections, together with transverse cross-sections at any desired level. To The final stage in the CASD system (interactive make modifications, a cursor and digitizing tablet is modifications) allows the operator to apply local used to indicate on the graphics screen, the boundadjustments to the basic socket by a series of aries and amplitude of any desired change to the on-screen modification options, to design the final socket shape. A description of this software has custom socket shape. These modification options been reported by Dean and Saunders (1).
Once the socket shape has been modified on the screen t o the satisfaction of the prosthetist, the numerical database of the shape is stored as a data file for future reference, and then translated into a series of commands (helical tool-path) for the CNC milling machine. A positive mold (representing the negative form of the socket) is carved from a block of polyurethane foam for further use in the production of the prosthetic socket, by either the traditional methods, or by vacuum-forming to produce a polypropylene prosthetic socket.
The unmodified basic socket shape shown in Figure 3c was created by CNC milling and vacuumforming techniques. After a trial fitting of the patient, the socket shape was adjusted by the Interactive Modification Procedure. The modified CASD shape was manufactured and then worn by the patient for a trial period of two months. It was found to provide an acceptable degree of comfort, and no problems were experienced by the patient, who led an active lifestyle during this time.
DISCUSSION
The aim in developing an automated shape management capability is to overcome the shortcomings in artisan production methods without forfeiting the accumulated knowledge and experience of the prosthetists. By transferring the details of socket shape creation and production to the computer, and by replacing the prosthetist's rasps and plaster socket model with a cursor and a digital socket model displayed on a graphic screen, one is able to quantify the art of socket design more readily. The implications of such a quantification are that socket quality can be uniform and reproducible, an explicit description of the socket shape can be defined, and a digital representation of the socket can be readily stored and transmitted.
Clinical testing has confirmed the feasibility of the above-knee CASD procedure described, and identified areas for improvement within the automated design process. It is envisioned that implementation of this procedure wiIl be an evoIutionary process with modifications being applied in response to clinical experience. 
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